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TEMPORAL DISCOUNTING FOR MULTIDIMENSIONAL

ECONOMIC AGENTS

FLORENTIN BOTA

Abstract. Individuals frequently place a higher value on money and
goods today than they would in the future. This is known as temporal
or time discounting, and most economic models include discount functions
to represent such utility over time.

In this paper we evaluated traditional models with experimental data
from the scientific literature and constructed our own samples for compar-
ison. In addition, we evaluated the prediction accuracy of the models and
proposed new hybrid solutions. Our investigation aims to contribute to a
better understanding of human nature in complex processes.

1. Introduction

We propose a new unified computational model that represents the human
decision-making process in complex systems, such as economy. The model is
created using a bottom-up, data-driven approach[5] and will provide an effec-
tive tool for developing realistic Multidimensional Economic Agents (MEA).
This paper focuses on the rational part of the model, where we analyze the
standard paradigm, specifically the time-preference or temporal discounting
phenomenon observed in economy.

Intertemporal choice is an elegant and simple economic theory introduced
by John Ray in 1834 and formulated by Irving Fisher (1930) [9, 25], who
created a model that includes an individual’s impatience, contrary to Keynes
(1936) [13], who emphasized on current income in relation with consumption.
In this model the consumers make time-based decisions to maximize their
lifetime satisfaction.

Figure 1 is a representation of intertemporal choice of the consumer sub-
ject to the utility preferences and the budget constraint. The indifference
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Figure 1. Intertemporal choice exerted by the consumer

curves[19] (I1, I2...In) can be part of an indifference map and illustrate dif-
ferent bundles of goods between which a consumer is indifferent. There is an
infinity of indifference curves in microeconomic theory and in this case they
represent different utility levels. The slope of the indifference curve is the
marginal rate of substitution 1 of goods consumption in different time periods
(how many extra goods would you need to consume in t2 to give the same
level of utility if you consumed one in t1).

An interesting concept of this model is that we can consume now money
that we make in the future by borrowing that amount. The graph is a model
of saving and consumption with the interest rate of r over time periods (C1, C2

represent consumption over periods of time and Yt represents income for time
t). The consumer will have to maximize utility U(C1, C2) but under the con-
straint represented below:

(1) C1 + C2/(1 + r) = Y1 + Y2/(1 + r)

Human behavior is inherently difficult to model, due to the dynamic in-
teractions that can be observed between agents. However, experimental data
shows that there are (unwritten) social rules that can be used to model human
reactions in some environments[1].

In this paper I will discuss the existing discount functions and our new
proposed hybrid models. We conducted our own experiment for sample data

1The marginal rate of substitution (MRS) represents the rate at which economic agents
will substitute one good for another while maintaining the same utility .
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and tested the proposed functions. The findings showed better results and a
good contribution to our multidimensional economic agent.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 is focused
on the concept of temporal discounting and other related papers. Section
3 will cover current experiments from the scientific literature and the zero-
shot capability of GPT-3 regarding time preference. Section 4 describes our
proposed functions and the methodology we employed, then in Section 5 we
will examine the results. Section 6 presents our conclusions and directions for
future research.

2. Background

2.1. Temporal discounting. Temporal discounting (delay discounting, time
preference) refers to the observed phenomenon where agents value the same
good differently based on the time of consumption. Certainly, a good can be
any product that is desired and provides utility2 to a consumer.

There are many models that represent temporal discounting or time pref-
erence. The models are simplified mathematical versions of discounting in a
complex system and are used to explain, analyze and predict behavior and
interactions of economic agents. Several differences between the models exist,
specifically between the discount functions and we will present some of the
most used variations.

The model we presented earlier assumes that the consumers make choices
by discounting the present value of their consumption and income exponen-
tially into the future, using the same interest rate. In other words, in ideal
markets, both firms and individuals borrow or lend until their marginal rate of
substitution between consumption today and consumption tomorrow equals
the interest rate [25, 12].

Before continuing to mathematical formulae of the function, we should ex-
plain several important economic terms for those without an economic back-
ground. The discount factor, let’s call it δ, is the amount a future value must
be multiplied with in order to get the present value and can be defined with
the formula

(2) δ =
1

1 + ρ

We can extract the discount rate as

2In economics, utility is a measure of the total satisfaction received from consuming a
good or a service. It was introduced by Daniel Bernoulli in 1738
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(3) ρ =
1− δ

δ
The discount rate ρ refers to the interest rate used in discounting. More

intuitive examples can be found in the fourth chapter of Behavioral Economics
by Edward Cartwright (2011) [7] or in the scientific literature in general. A
more general equation for future cash flows is:

(4) PV = FV ∗ 1

(1 + r)n

where PV = Present Value, FV = Future Value, Discount Factor = 1
(1+r)n ,

n = time and r = discount rate

2.2. Exponential discounting. Exponential discounting is a very simple
way to model choice over time and is by far the most common way used
in economics, because of it’s simplicity. The standard economic model of ex-
ponential discounting was proposed by Samuelson in 1937[23] and the general
formula is:

(5) fE(D) = e−kD

where f(D) is the discount factor, D is the delay and k is a parameter which
determines the rate at which value decreases with the time delay. A larger k
can be associated with a steeper discounting of the value of a future reward[11].

We can define total utility in this case by:

(6) uT =

T∑
t=1

δt−1ut

where ut is the utility in time t, and δ is the exponential discount factor. We
can rewrite that in continuous time as:

(7) uT =

∫ T

0
e−ρtut

In Figure 2a we plotted the exponential discount function for different values
of δ. The top line is the theoretical limit where no discounting occurs.

There are several anomalies in this model[17], recognized even by Samuelson[23]
when he proposed the DU model. He stressed that “it is completely arbitrary
to assume that the individual behaves so as to maximize an integral of the
form envisaged in (7)”

One of the most prominent anomalies is the constant rate of discount as-
sumption. Empirical evidence suggests that discount rates fall over time. We
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can prove the constant rate by calculating the change in discounting over two
consecutive periods of time:

(8)
D(t)

D(t− 1)
=

δt

δt−1
= δ

We can observe the constant factors in Figure 2b.

(a) Exponential discount
function δt versus t

(b) Annual discount factor

(per-period), eln(fE(t))/t

Figure 2. Temporal discounting

2.3. Hyperbolic discounting. With the exponential discount function we
assumed a constant discount factor δ and “discount rate”[21] ρ so that:

(9) δt = δt =

(
1

1 + ρ

)t

Much of the empirical data from both humans and animals contradicts the
predictions of exponential discounting [10]. An alternative notion of hyperbolic
discounting was developed by psychologists (Ainslie, 1975; Chung & Herrn-
stein, 1967; Herrnstein, 1981; Rachlin, 1970), and Mazur (1987) formalized
the current standard hyperbolic model [24]:

(10) V =
A

1 + kt

where k is a discounting parameter that scales the degree of preference for
immediate rewards. Hyperbolic discounting corresponds to simple interest[22].
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Hyperbolic discounting also permits time-inconsistency. For example you may
agree to wait an year and a month for a larger cash prize instead of taking
a smaller prize after an year, but you might change your mind after an year
and take the money. The Mazur hyperbolic discounting model was initially
developed to describe pigeon data and tends to “overpredict subjective value
at shorter delays, while underpredicting it at longer delays” [16].

Several researchers have modified his model by adding more parameters to
better fit the data. Rachlin (2006) added an exponent σ to the time delay,
which allows a more flexible relationship between value and delay:

(11) V =
A

1 + ktσ

2.4. Quasi-Hyperbolic discounting. The ”quasi-hyperbolic” discount func-
tion, proposed by Laibson (1997) [14] as the ”Golden Eggs” model assumes
that demand follows profits, and it illustrates why consumers have asset-
specific marginal consumption propensities. According to the model, financial
creativity may be to blame for the continuing downturn in US savings rates.

(12) fQH(D) = β × δD

3. Experiments and related work

3.1. Thaler experiment. Thaler [25] conducted a study where he asked re-
spondents to state an amount that would be equivalent to receiving $15 now.
The time periods were one month, one year and ten years. The average re-
sponse was $20 for one month, $50 for one year and $100 for 10 years ( We
can calculate the corresponding annual discount rates (R): 345%, 120% and
19%)[10]. The same pattern was found by Uri Benzion, Amnon Rapoport,
and Joseph Yagil (1989), Gretchen B. Chapman (1996), Chapman and Arthur
S. Elstein (1995), John L. Pender (1996), Daniel N. Heller (1993), Stevens,
Jeffrey R. (2016).

We used:

(13) R =
ln(FV

PV )

t
[∗100]

where R is the annual discount rate in percentage, FV is the future value, PV
is the present value and t is the time period.

The rates were calculated using compound interest with continuous com-
pounding: FV = PV ∗ eRt, where R is the decimal equivalent of the rate of
interest expressed as a percentage and t represents time.
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The e constant was discovered by Jacob Bernoulli in 1683 by studying com-
pound interest. The problem was as follows: “An account starts with $1 and
pays 100 percent interest per year. If the interest is credited once, at the end
of the year, the value of the account at year-end will be $2. What happens if
the interest is computed and credited more frequently during the year?”

Bernoulli noticed that with continuous compounding the account value will
reach $2.7182818....

3.2. Benzion et al. experiment. Another anomaly is the magnitude of
payoff effect. The model implicitly assumes that an individual’s rate of dis-
count is independent of the size or magnitude of a payoff. Once again, the
empirical studies suggests that individuals discount less when faced with larger
payoffs. Benzion, Rapoport and Yagil (1989) examined this aspect by varying
the amount of money ($40, $200, $1000, $5000) and the time periods (0.5,1 2
and 4 years). They found in all scenarios that the discount rates decrease as
the amount of money increases (0.228, 0.18, 0.16, 0.123 for a two year period).
In Figure 3, the inferred discount rate is :

(14) R = (F/P )1/t − 1

Figure 3. Discount rate - Benzion et al.

In Figure 3 we plot the results of scenario A from Benzion et al. [2] (post-
pone a receipt), where a person has just earned $y for his or her work finan-
cially solid public institute. Instead of receiving the money, the person is told
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that there is a temporary shortage of funds and is assured payment of another
amount of $y over t times periods from now.

If we take the raw average responses and calculate the discount factor
(DF = PV/FV ), we can plot the results from Figure 4a. With that we
compute the annual discount factor from Figure 4b [7]. Figure 4b shows that
there is a short-term impatience (The discount factor is higher the longer they
had to wait) and an absolute magnitude effect (the larger the sum of money,
the larger the estimated discount factor).

(a) Amount discounted (b) Annual discount
factor

Figure 4. Benzion et al. experiment

Next find the best parameter δ from D(t) = δt that fits the experimental
data from Figure 4a. We plot the resulting exponential function in Figure 5.

3.3. Benzion and Yagil experiment. This experiment[3] conducted by
Benzion and Yagil reexamined the behavior of subjective discount rates across
several dimensions: financial scenario, time delay and the monetary sum of the
cash flow. They used subsamples of 105 subjects from undergraduates, grad-
uates and higher academic degree. The emerging pattern is similar with other
experimental data from literature: the discount rates are decreasing with the
time delay and the sum of the cash flow, and are higher for a postpone-a-receipt
scenario than for a postpone-a-payment scenario. We can observe their results
in Figure 6a, where the mean discount rates are plotted over time t. In their
survey they used a scenario A (postponing a receipt), scenario B(postponing
a payment), 3 time periods (0.5, 2 , 5 years) and 3 sum variations ($200, $600,
$5000)

Based on (14) we can determine the future discounted value:

(15) F = P (1 +R)T
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Figure 5. Fitted exponential function - Benzion et al.

(a) Amount discounted (b) Annual discount factor

Figure 6. Uri Benzion and Joseph Yagil Experiment

where F is the future value of a cashflow, P is the present value, R represents
the discount rate and T the time period.

3.4. A general model of temporal discounting. Wouter and Samuel [4]
argued that certain behaviours like impulsivity are inexplicable with classic
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models. As a result, psychological models of temporal discounting have now
effectively replaced classical economic theory.

This is consistent with our own results in Section 5 and represents a positive
context for our own proposed solution in Section 4.2.

In [4] they presented a brain-based discounting model that overcomes some
constraints, while retaining much of the practical structure of the hyperbolic
discount equation.

They used neuroscience-based theory to create a new model that accounts
for several well-known contextual effects, with a simplified discount function
seen in (16).

(16) Dτ = ωδτ1 + (1− ω)δτ2

where ω indicates the relative involvement of each system in a given decision
(McClure, Ericson et al.)[15]

3.5. GPT-3 Experiment. Generative Pre-trainer Transformer 3 (GPT-3) is
a language model developed by OpenAI[6], an artificial intelligence research
and deployment organization. The model uses historical values to forecast
future data (autoregressive) and is based on feed-forward neural networks.
GPT-3 is trained with 175 billion parameters, making it a state-of-the-art
language model and the largest one at its launch, in 2020. The previous
largest model was Microsoft’s Turing NLG, with 17 billion parameters, 10
times smaller than GPT-3[20].

Their scaled up approach significantly enhanced task-agnostic, few-shot
efficiency[6], competing with other state-of-the-art fine-tuning models[18].

Although this model is usually employed in NLP use cases, the generative
attribute with the options of zero-shot and few-shot learning make it a good
candidate for our experiment. I could not find any examples of such studies
in the literature being conducted so far.

We tested the standard GPT-3 model in making temporal choices by using
the OpenAI Playground and the Q&A preset with temperature set initially
to 0. Temperature is a parameter for stochastic values and controls the ran-
domness of the response. A value of 0 causes the engine to be deterministic,
which means it will always produce the same output for a given input text,
and a value of 1 causes the engine to take the most chances and use the most
imagination.

There are variations in this strategy and we noticed them right away. We
were able to communicate with the model using written English and receive
written answers as responses, equivalent to our human survey.
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We used adapted questions from our survey, to make things easier for the
model. For example:

”Would you prefer $ 50 now or $ 500 in a year?”

The answers were formulated like this:

”I would prefer $ 50 now.”

Table 1. GPT-3 Q&A answers for temporal choices

Value now ($) In a year ($) Answer Temperature

50 500 ”I would prefer $ 50 now.” 0.0
50 5000 ”I would prefer $ 50 now.” 0.0
50 50000 ”I would prefer $ 50 now.” 0.0

We experimented with the model’s temperature parameter and quickly no-
ticed that the zero-shot version (no added training) always prefers the offered
non-zero value in the present, regardless of the future amount.

By training the model with several examples we are able to simulate more
human-like responses and this will be the main research for a future study in
our MEA project.

4. Methodology

In this section, we will discuss the approach we used to validate existing
models as well as the experiments we conducted to demonstrate the accuracy
of our proposed hybrid model.

We find an optimum δ for the exponential function and plot the results
in Figure 7. In the following sections we will also use this data to measure
predictive accuracy between the models and the experimental data.

4.1. The dataset. After our study of scientific literature, we were concerned
that most of the articles and experiments offered interpreted data with aver-
age discount rates and average responses. We wanted sample raw data with
original answers to get a better understanding of the topic.

Therefore we conducted a survey with students from Babes-Bolyai Univer-
sity of Cluj-Napoca and other participants from an on-line community (red-
dit). There were a total of 118 responses, with 52 respondents being computer
science undergraduate students and 66 online respondents from Europe and
USA. We used Google Forms as a survey tool, to gather the responses.
By using the template:
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Figure 7. Fitted exponential function - Uri Benzion and
Joseph Yagil, 2002

Table 2. Sample survey answers

50$ 5000$

3 mo 6 mo 1 yr 2yr 4yr 3 mo 6 mo 1 yr 2yr 4yr

200 400 600 1000 2000 8000 10000 15000 20000 35000
75 100 300 500 1000 5999 7420 8499 9999 14000
60 75 100 200 400 6000 7500 8000 15000 25000
65 80 100 150 300 6000 6666 8000 10000 12500
100 300 1000 2000 5000 10000 10000 12000 15000 20000
75 100 300 500 1000 5200 5500 6000 7000 10000
52 54 56 60 70 5200 5500 6000 7000 8000
300 500 700 1000 2000 6000 8000 10000 15000 20000
55 60 80 130 300 5100 5500 6000 7000 8000

You are indifferent to Y$ now vs X $ in t years. Write the
X amount below
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we questioned the subjects to state indifference for receiving money over 6
months, 1 year, 2 years and 4 years periods. The money amount varied ($50
and $5000). We can observe a sample set with the answers in Table 2 below.

We specifically asked the following question:

“You have a bank savings plan which just achieved maturity
and the bank manger offers you the choice to invest again
in another similar savings plan but with a different matu-
rity time. What amount of money would make you COM-
PLETELY indifferent about receiving the relevant sum to-
day or receiving a larger sum in the future?”

Based on the results in Table 2 we calculated the discount factors, which
can be seen in Figure 8.

(a) Amount discounted (b) Annual discount factor

Figure 8. Discounted values in our experiment

As compared to older experimental evidence discussed in this paper, the
findings show some variations, but they are are consistent with more recent
research [8].

4.2. Proposed functions. In this context, we suggest two new functions
that can be thought of as hybrids of existing, simplified models. We believe
that by using multiple parameters, they can conform better to modern human
behaviour, particularly given the anomalies we discovered in the literature.

Equation (17) describes Hybrid Exponential-Hyperbolic discount func-
tion:

(17) hybEH(x) =
δx

1 + (α× x)
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and equation (18) describes theHybrid Quasi-Exponential-Hyperbolic
discount function.

(18) hybQEH(x) = β × δx

1 + (α× x)

In these functions, δ is the discount factor and α represents the discounting
parameter that scales the degree of desire for instant gratification, with β
being used to capture present-time bias. In our experiments, the parameters
are estimated using the ordinary least squares (OLS) method.

Figure 9. Annual discount factor, function comparison

Figure 11 shows a comparison of current approaches and our suggested
hybrid functions for the annual discount factor.

We can observe similarities between the quasi-exponential-hyperbolic func-
tion and quasi-hyperbolic, and between exponential-hyperbolic with the hy-
perbolic discount function. As shown in the following section, the variations
are important in our analysis.
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Figure 10. Fitted exponential function, using survey data

5. Results

We can observe the discount factors in Figure 10, where we fitted the expo-
nential discount function to our data. The outcome shows a 95.17% accuracy
for the 50$ discount and 91.15% for the 5000$ questions.

This suggests that the exponential discount function doesn’t fit well on our
experimental values, relative to the experiments of Benzion et al. in Figure
5. We believe this is due to the participants’ lack of economic awareness or to
inconsistencies in the model compared to our results. It also provides us with
an ideal setting for testing the models in a real-world situation where data is
sparse or uncertain.

A sample of the answers from our survey can be observed in Table 2. We
tested all multiple functions on our survey data and the results can be observed
in Table 3.

The visual representation can be seen in Figure 11, where our hybrid func-
tions performed very well, with 99.39 % accuracy for Quasi-Exponential-
Hyperbolic and 98.65 % accuracy for Exponential-Hyperbolic.

The standard model of exponential discounting did the worst, with 89.02
%, which is consistent with other examples in the recent literature [4] [8].
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Figure 11. Accuracy on real data (average)

Table 3. Accuracy results for our experimental data

Discount function ACC

Hybrid Quasi-Exponential-Hyperbolic 99.39 %
Hybrid Exponential-Hyperbolic 98.65 %
Quasi-Hyperbolic 96.24 %
Hyperbolic 96.07 %
Exponential 89.02 %

6. Conclusions and further work

In this article, we provided an analysis of the temporal discounting phe-
nomena found in economic processes. Using studies from the literature, we
evaluated existing discount functions and proposed new hybrid solutions based
on our own experimental data.
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Our proposed functions performed well and we determined very good results
for the Quasi-Exponential-Hyperbolic function, with up to 99.39% accuracy.

According to our findings, the standard functions performed well on older
data sets and struggled to model behavior on newer data, while our proposed
solutions show a very good potential to model consumers constraining their
own future choices.

We also obtained intriguing results with zero-shot and GPT-3 learning in
the form of inter-temporal preference (always accepting the present value), yet
further investigation is required.

This paper represents an important phase in our MEA[5] research, in which
we developed a theoretical model that can be used to simulate and forecast
human actions in complex scenarios.

Further work will include a more in-depth analysis on few-shot learning
models such as GPT-3 and their ability to simulate inter-temporal choices.
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